The History of Harold's Vittles, LLC

Harold’s Vittles, LLC is a family owned and operated business in the heart of the Ozarks, Salem, Missouri. After many years of smoking and grilling, and trying to pair the meat with a perfect sauce we came up with our Original Sweet & Tangy Sauce. Our friends encouraged us to mass produce the sauce.

We decided to produce the sauce, name it after our pet pig, "Harold" and open a restaurant. The restaurant shut down in 2008, but we continued to get sauce requested. Over the next few years, we continued to do catering and special events. In 2017, we took the plunge and started to sell our sauce on a larger scale. During this time we also developed our Spicy Habanero sauce and packaged our Dry Rub. In 2019, we introduced our Ghost Hot sauce which is a sweet sauce heated up with habaneros and ghost peppers.
HAROLD'S VITTLES, LLC & THE FUTURE

Harold's is a true Missouri business and will be passed down through the family to take care of Missourians BBQ and Grilling needs. Patrice Taylor Gover, born and raised in Missouri started us off with her recipes which she tested on her husband, John, and her children and their friends. Her sons, Nicholas and Daniel, joined their mother in the company. And in the future, we hope that the grandchildren and their children will encourage and allow Harold's to grow. We plan to be in stores across all the United States. Cooking and chefs seem to run in the family, so we forsee new rubs and sauces in our future as we grow. And to think it all started in Salem, Missouri!
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